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CHAPTER IV

FINDING AND ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS’ TRANSLATION STRATEGIES

The data analysis in this chapter is divided into several sections according to different 

translation problem, strategies and different translation results made by three students and if 

possible, tables are included.  As written earlier, this analysis is mostly based on translation 

strategies described by Peter Newmark (1988) and Mona Baker (1992).

4.1. Common translation problems

Below in the table are examples of common translation problems found in translation 

made by students as the participants of the study:

Table 4.1 Translation Problems

No Translation Problems Example of terms

1 the TL lacks of a specific term (hyponym) improvement in skin

2. the use of loan words in the source text endometrial cancer  

3. difference form clinical professor 

From the first example improvement in skin was translated as peningkatan pada kulit

by all participants. However the correct translation for improvement in skin in target language 

is perubahan pada kulit. Here the participants faced translation problem to translate the term 

because TL lacks of a specific term (hyponym). Improvement in skin is a general term. It 

could contain meaning a bad or a good improvement depends on the context. So the term 

perubahan pada kuilt is more suitable to use. 
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In the second example, two of the three participants translated endometrial cancer as 

kanker endometrium. The writer of the article used the word Endometrial that is originally a 

Greek word. Synonym for endometrial cancer in English is uterine cancer. Here the 

participants still used the loan word from Greek endometrium in TL while kanker Rahim is 

better known in Indonesian as the target language. 

The third example, clinical professor was translated as profesor klinis by all 

participants. The form profesor klinis is almost never used in TL medical text. Clinical 

professor is is an academic appointment made to a member of a profession who is associated with a 

university and engages in practical instruction of professional students. In Indonesian as TL this term 

is known as dokter peneliti di laboraturium atau klinik universitas. Therefore, by using profesor 

klinis as the translation the participants will give dubiety to the readers. According Baker (1992:24), 

it’s relatively easy for the translators to paraphrase the proportional meaning. 

4.2. Translation Strategies

In this chapter the writer will analyze the strategies that the writer found used 

by the three participants. From eight strategies stated by Mona Baker, there are only some of 

them which are used to translate the text. In translating a scientific text, translators may have 

reasons why they choose some words instead of others. Some choices are based on the words 

or phrases grammatically and some are based on their personal reasons and that will be 

difficult to identify. So, to make the table easier to understand, the writer will give some 

explanation below the table. The explanation will be about the reason why the translators or 

the participants picked some words from target language as the translation result instead of 

others. Below are the strategies:

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-beta&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&biw=1280&bih=708&q=define+identify&sa=X&ei=Cr5qUofMHefB2wWz_oDgDg&ved=0CEAQ_SowAA
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4.2.1.  Translation by a more general world

From the English article PCOS and DIET by Martha MCKittrick , RD, CDE, there are 

many terms that translated using a more general words.  The following table will show some

phrase and words which are originally used in the English article and the Indonesian 

translation. 

In the first column of the table are the original terms or phrases that are used in the 

English article and in the second column are the translation results that have been categorized 

by the writer according to translation strategy by Mona Baker. The second column has three 

sub-columns to represent three participants but if one or more participants’ translation result 

is not  included in the translation strategy that is being discussed than the writer will use 

punctuation mark hyphen (-). 

Table 4.2Translation by more general word

Source Text 

Term / Phrase

target text

terms 

participant i participant ii participant iii

1. Treatment Perawatan pengobatan pengobatan

2. clotting factors faktor-faktor 

pembekuan

factor pembekuan factor pembekuan
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3. physicians - Dokter Dokter

4. saturated fat lemakj enuh lemak jenuh lemak jenuh

5. energy level tingkat energy tingkat energy -

6. caloric intakes kebutuhan kalori - asupan kalori

7. refine 

carbohydrates

- karbohidrat olahan karbohidrat olahan

As seen in the table 4.2, the first term/word “treatment” has been translated as 

“perawatan” by participant I and “pengobatan” by participant II and III. The words 

“perawatan” and “pengobatan” are the right words to describe “treatment” and they are 

generally used by Indonesians but if we look back in the source text, the writer of the text 

meant the word “treatment” as “perawatan” as written in the text; “Insulin sensitizing 

medications may be use as well. Most physicians prefer to start with diet and exercise and 

turn to drugs if needed”. Here is the writer of the text mentions diet, exercise and drugs so 

she does not only refer to “pengobatan” which only means “a part of treatment of giving

medicine to the patients but  the whole “treatment” (diet and exercising). So by using the 

word “perawatan” the participant I has put less specific in the sentence. 

So, from the translation made by participant I, we can say that probably she/he 

decided to use the word “perawatan” instead of “pengobatan” because she understood that 

the treatment of insulin resistance is not only about giving medicine (pengobatan) but it starts 

with diet and exercise while the participant II and III choose the word “pengobatan” probably 

because of some reasons like they think “pengobatan” and “perawatan” have exactly the 

same meaning or they did not pay attention to other treatments mentioned in the source text 

except the using of insulin sensitizing medications and drugs. Following this, the sentence 
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could have been translated as: penemuan akan peran insulin dalam PCOs telah membawa 

harapan baru kepada perawatan yang lebih baik”.kkdjfjkdljflsjfljsljflsjfldkkkkdjfkjdsklfjkjskld

The second term in the table 4.2 is “clotting factors” that has been translated as 

“faktor-faktor pembekuan” by the participant I while the participant II and III translated it as 

“factor pembekuan”. The term “clotting factors” itself as written in source text is a plural 

form. For this reason, it is clear that participant I have produced the correct translation. The 

reason why the participant I may  use the plural form “faktor-faktor” because of the 

grammatical structure while the participant II and II avoid the grammatical concept which 

produced the wrong meaning in target language. Another term in target language for clotting 

factor that widely used is factor koagulasi. So the correct translation for this sentence is: 

“resistensi insulin atau hyperinsulinemia mendatangkan bahaya bagi tubuh yang 

menyebabkan salah satu atau bahkan semua kondisi berikut: ovarium polikistik, kegemukan 

atau kesulitan menurunkan berat badan, meningkatnya resiko penyakit jantung dengan

meningkatkan kolesterol lipoprotein berkepadatan rendah dan trigliserida, menurunkan

kadar kolesterol lipoprotein berkepadatan tinggi dan meningkatkan faktor-faktor

pembekuan”. 

For the third term, it is found that the participant I and participants II have translated 

the word “physicians” into a very general word “dokter”. It is very generic because the term 

“dokter” is a hypernym while the terms “physicians” itself should be translated as “dokter

umum”. The synonym of physician in English is general practitioner doctor which matches 

the definition of dokter umum according to KamusBesar Bahasa Indonesia that is dokter yang 

belum mendalami keahlian dalam bidang tertentu (non spesialis). The reason why they use 
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the word “dokter” is probably because they thought that readers will fully understand that 

“dokter” that they meant is “dokter umum”. So the right translation for the sentence is: 

“kebanyakan dokter umum memilih untuk memulai dengan diet dan olah raga”. 

The fourth term is “saturated fat”. The definition of saturated fat in English is afat

that contains only saturated fatty acids, is solid at room temperature, and comes chiefly from 

animal food productsIt was translated as “lemak jenuh” by all the participants. “lemak jenuh” 

is a general words used in Indonesian and it is a correct term to be used as a translation of 

“saturated fat” because the definition of lemak jenuh according to kamuskesehatan is lemak 

di mana tidak ada ikatan rangkap di antara atom karbon pada rantai asam lemaknya. Lemak 

jenuh biasanya berbentuk padat pada suhu kamar. Dehidrogenasi mengkonversi lemak jenuh 

menjadi lemak tak jenuh, sedangkan hidrogenasi sebaliknya.Lemak jenuh yang umum 

termasuk mentega, minyak kelapa sawit, minyak kelapa, minyak biji kapas, dan minyak sawit. 

Lemak jenuh ditemukan dalam produk susu, terutama krim dan keju, dan daging (produk

makanan hewani). This definition of lemak jenuh in target language fits the definition of 

saturated fat in English. Beside the term “lemak jenuh” we can also use the term “lemak

jahat” but the reason why all participants chose “lemak jenuh” is probably because the 

equivalence of the word “saturated” in Indonesian is “jenuh”. So the using of the word 

“jenuh” would not confuse the readers. 

The fifth term, “energy level” was translated as “tingkat energy” by the participants I 

and II. The word “tingkat” is generally used in Indonesian to describe the word “level”. 

Another word which is equal with “level” is kadar. The reason why the participants picked 

the word “tingkat” is possibly because it is used more often in target language than “kadar”.
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The sixth terms, “caloric intakes” was translated as “kebutuhan kalori” by the 

participants I and “asupan kalori” by the participants III. In this case, both of the words are 

general words but the writer thinks that “asupan kalori” is the right terms in target language 

because based on the source text, the complete phrase is “suggested caloric intakes” and it 

will be odd if we translate it as “kebutuhan kalori yang disarankan” because “kebutuhan” or 

in English “need”contains the meaning requirements while the “caloric” in this context is 

suggested, not required. The definition of kebutuhanin Indonesia as target language 

according to KamusBesar Bahasa Indonesia is yang dibutuhkan while asupanis hal yang 

menyangkut nutrisi atau bermanfaat terhadap suatu system kehidupan.  so the using of the 

word “asupan” makes more sense in target language. 

“Refine carbohydrate” as the seventh term been translated as “karbohidrat olahan” by 

participants II and participants III. The possible reason why the participants used 

“Karbohidrat olahan” could be because it is generally used in target language and also the 

word refinemeans memperhalus/memperbaiki/menyuling that are some specific words of 

mengolahand the noun form of mengolahis olahan. Of course it is the equivalent of “refine 

carbohydrate” in target language but there is a more specific term that is “karbohidrat

buruk”. Although both terms are similar, the writer thinks that it would be better for the 

participants to use “karbohidrat buruk” because “karbohidrat olahan” only shows how the 

carbohydrate is constructed but “karbohidrat buruk” as the definition in Indonesia according 

to doktormu 2011 in their article Karbohidrat Baik dan Karbohidrat Buruk is karbohidrat 

yang mengandung banyak gula dan sedikit serat. From this definition we can see that 

karbohidrat buruk is the right term in target language because it contains understanding that 

it is bad for health.  
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As seen from students’ translation result above it can be concluded that using the 

strategy translation by a more general word could solve the translation problem where the TL 

lacks a specific term. The participants used general words that still have the relevant meaning 

in TL. Baker (1992:23) said that each language makes only those distinctions in meaning 

which seem relevant to its particular environment.

4.2.2 Translation using a loan word or loan word plus explanation

It is found that many terms are translated using this strategy as shown in table 

4.3 below but the translators or the participants did not add the explanation. Some of the

terms were translated using loan words because of the lack of exact equivalents in target 

language, some because of the lack of knowledge about the equivalent in the target language 

and some were used without explicit reasons which make them hard to reveal.

Table 4.3 Translation using a loan word or loan word plus explanation

source text 

term 

target text terms

participant i participant ii participant ii

1. infertility - infertilitas -

2. polycystic    

ovaries

policistis ovaries ovarium polikistis ovarium polikistis

3. ldl ldl ldl ldl

4. hdl hdl hdl hdl

5. triglycerides triglycerides trigliserida trigliserida
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6. hirsuitism hirsuitism hirsuitisme hirsuitisme

7. physicians psikis - -

8. endocrinology endokrinoligi endokrinologi endokrinologi

9. phytochemical phytochemical - phytochemical

10. ketosis ketosis ketosis ketosis

11. dehydration dehidrasi dehidrasi dehidrasi

12. osteoporosis osteoporosis osteoporosis osteoporosis

13. glycemic index indeks glisemik glisemiki ndeks indeks glisemik

14. osteoporosis osteoporosis osteoporosis osteoporosis 

The first term,“infertility” was translated as “infertilitas” by the participants II. 

The terms “infertilitas” is not a genuine word in Indonesia, it is borrowed form English word 

infertility. The possibly reason why the participant decided to use “infertilitas” probably 

because some scientific text in target language usually use it to describe infertility or it is also 

possible that the participants thought that there was no original word in target language that 

has the equivalent for the terms “infertility” while it is clearly that we can use the term 

“kemandulan” as its equivalent. Infertility in English is defined as defined as a disease or 

condition of the reproductive system often diagnosed after a couple has had one year of unprotected, 

well-timed intercourse, or if the woman has suffered from multiple miscarriages. The definition in 

English matches the definition of kemandulan in Indonesia that is ketidakmampuan sepasang suami 

istri untuk mencapai kehamilan setelah selama 1 tahun melaksanakan hubungan seksual secara 

teratur dan tidak menggunakan alat kontrasepsi. As seen for both definitions, kemandulan is the right 

equivalent for infertility.
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The second term, “Polycystic ovaries” was also translated using loan words by all 

participants. The term itself actually has the equal form in target language that is 

penyakitkista. The possible reason why all participants decided to use loan words instead of 

the target language origin words is because of the lack of mastery in medical terms. The 

writer suggests that it is better to use penyakit kista because it is commonly used in target 

language which makes it easier to be understood by the readers. 

“LDL” as the third terms is abbreviation of low density lipoprotein but all the 

participants kept the original term in source language without translated it or add some 

explanations. “LDL” or low density lipoprotein could be translated as lipoprotein densitas

rendah ataukoresterol buruk. The participants should have added some scientific explanation 

in target language about “LDL” like: “lipoprotein densitas rendah adalah golongan 

lipoprotein (lemak dan protein) yang bervariasi dalam ukuran (diameter 18-25 nm) dan isi, 

serta berfungsi mengangkut kolesterol, trigliserida, dan lemak lain (lipid) dalam darah ke 

berbagai bagian tubuh”(http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lipoprotein_densitas_rendah). With this 

way, the translation would not leave confusion for the reader. 

The fourth term “HDL” is the same case with the previous term. All the participants 

or translators did not translate it into its equivalent in target language or add some 

explanation and scientific fact about it. “HDL” is the abbreviation of high density lipoprotein 

that in target language commonly called kolesterol baik. In detail, we can explain it as:  

“lipoprotein densitas tinggi merupakan kolesterol baik yang mengangkut kolesterol dari sel-

sel untuk kembali ke hati”. (http://kardioipdrscm.com/5765/artikel/apa-bedanya-kolesterol-

jahat-dan-kolesterol-baik/#sthash.Ho2qPz6i.dpbs). The reason why the translators did not 

use the equivalent in target language for the third and fourth term is probably the same with 

http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lemak
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kolesterol
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trigliserida
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lipid
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lipoprotein_densitas_rendah
http://kardioipdrscm.com/5765/artikel/apa-bedanya-kolesterol-jahat-dan-kolesterol-baik/#sthash.Ho2qPz6i.dpbs
http://kardioipdrscm.com/5765/artikel/apa-bedanya-kolesterol-jahat-dan-kolesterol-baik/#sthash.Ho2qPz6i.dpbs
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the reason for the second term; lack of mastery in scientific vocabulary. For this kind of case, 

short but clear explanation and some scientific facts about related terms are needed in order 

to give more understanding for the readers. 

The fifth term, “triglycerides” was translated as “trigliserida” by the participants II 

and III while the participants I did not translate it. “trigliserida” as translated by the 

participants II is a loan word of “triglycerides” that usually use in some scientific text in 

target language but the writer thinks that the participant I really need to add some explanation 

or scientific facts about “trigliserida” to make it more comprehensive for the  readers. For 

example: “Trigliserida (atau lebih tepatnya triasilgliserol atau triasilgliserida) adalah 

sebuah gliserida, yaitu ester dari gliserol dan tiga asam lemak. Trigliserida merupakan 

penyusun utama minyak nabati dan lemak hewani.”. 

(http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trigliserida).

The sixth term, “hirsutism” does not have the exact equivalent in target language.  It 

is called hirsutisme in the target language which is a loan word from English. Here the 

translators did the same mistake as they did in translating the previous terms; they did not add 

explanation. “Hirsutisme” can be described as: “gejala munculnya rambut pada bagian tubuh 

perempuan yang biasanya tidak ditumbuhi rambut seperti di bawah dagu atau di atas bibir. 

Hirsutisme bukanlah merupakan penyakit namun gejala (symptom) saja”. 

(http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hirsutisme). By add this kind of explanation; the translator 

would produce a better translation for the readers. 

Participants I translated the seventh term “physicians” using a loan word from 

English, psikis. If we look back to the source text and pay more attention to how it used in the 

sentence, “most physicians prefer to start with diet and exercise and turn to drugs if needed” 

http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gliserida
http://id.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ester_%28kimia%29&action=edit&redlink=1
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gliserol
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asam_lemak
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minyak_nabati
http://id.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Lemak_hewani&action=edit&redlink=1
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trigliserida
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rambut
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perempuan
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dagu
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bibir
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penyakit
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hirsutisme
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the word “physicians” there means dokterumum while the word psikis in target language 

means jiwamanusiaor human soul in English, so the use of psikisfor the equivalent for 

physicians are totally wrong. It does not suit the context and produce the wrong 

understanding for the readers. The possible reason why the participant used the word psikis is 

because the participant was confused by the spelling and pronunciation between physicians 

and psikis.  

The eight term “endocrinology” was translated as “endokrinologi” by all participants. 

Endokrinologiof course is the right term but the writer thinks that it is important to put the 

definitions of endokrinologi in target language to lead the readers to a deeper comprehension 

about endokrinologi. 

Phytochemical, the ninth terms was translated as “phytochemicals” by participants I 

and III, and “fitokimia” by participant II. While the participant II and III kept the original 

form from source text, the participant II decided to use “fitokimia” which is the correct term 

for “phytochemicals” in target language. But the problem here is the participant II did not 

append the definition and scientific facts about “phytochemicals” in target language while it 

is more advantageous for the translator to append them to help the readers in understanding 

the context effectively.  

All the participants used the same term as the equivalent of the tenth term “ketosis”, 

that is “ketosis”. In this case, they did not kept the original term from target language but they 

used ketosis because it is commonly used in target language, especially in scientific text. 

Even though the word ketosis is commonly used, there is an alternative term that writer thinks 

the participants could use to assist the readers to perceive the significance meaning of 

“ketosis”, that is “kelebihan zat keton dalam darah”.  
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“dehydration”, the eleventh term, has been translated as “dehidrasi” by all 

participants. The loan word dehidrasithat borrowed from English is often used in target 

language and it could be the reason why all participants used it as the equivalent of 

“dehydration”. But even if the reason makes sense, the writer recommends the term 

“kekurangan cairan tubuh” to be added to describe dehidrasi.

In translating the twelfth term, “osteoporosis”, all the participants have the same 

reason when they translated the previous term, dehydration. Just like dehidrasiis commonly 

used as the equivalent of dehydration, the term “osteoporosis” in target language is also 

widely used as the equivalent of “osteoporosis” from source language. Even so, it is still 

needed to add the definition of “osteoporosis”, “pengeroposan tulang”. 

The terms that often used in target language as the equivalent of the thirteenth term, 

“glycemic index” is “indeks glikemik”. Therefore, all the translations by the participants are 

wrong. It is hard to detect why all the participants used different terms and all terms are in 

different word orders and none of them are correct. The writer suspects that it is possibly 

because of the participants are lack of mastery in scientific vocabulary. 

From all the translations above, all the participants did not provide the explanations 

for each term which makes the meaning of some terms are not clear.  As the result, the 

purpose of the translation strategy as stated by Lecher (1991:8): “...for solving concrete 

translation problems in the framework of a concrete translation task,” cannot be fulfilled 

because the readers of this translation could be people who are not mastery in medical terms. 

It is better for the translators to give additional explanation of the terms in target language to 

build a better understanding for the readers. 
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As seen from their translation result, the participants used the strategy translation by 

loan word or loan word plus explanation to solve the translation problem the used of loan 

words in source text. As the terms in ST are also borrowed terms from another language, the 

participant decided to kept the borrowed terms or the loan words as the translation in TL. 

Baker (1992:26) asserted that the translation have to convey the meaning of the key words for 

the understanding and development of a text but they cannot and should not distract the 

reader to by looking at every word in isolation and attempting to present him/her with a full 

linguistics account of its meaning. 

4.2.3 Translation by paraphrasing using a related word

In translating the scientific text “PCOS and Diet”, writer found some terms that had 

been translated using this strategy as written in the table 4.4 below: 

Table 4.4 Translation by paraphrasing using a related word

source text 

term / phrase

target text

terms / phrase

participant i Participant II Participant II

1. difficulty 

losing weight

susah dalam 

mengurangi berat 

badan

Kesulitan

menurunkan beratb

adan

Kesulitan penurunan

berat badan

2. lower 

glycemic 

index food

makanan yang 

berindeks rendah 

glisemik

Makanan glisemik 

index lebih rendah

Makanan lebih rendah

indeks glisemik
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3. non 

caffeinated 

fluid

cairan yang tidak 

mengandung kafein

air non berkafein cairan non kafein

4. complex 

unrefined 

carbohydrate  

tidak 

menghilangkan 

karbohidrat

karbohidrat complex 

yang dimurnikan

Karbohidrat kompleks 

yang dimurnikan

5. registered 

dietitian

terdaftar ahli diet terdaftarahligizi -

6. certified 

diabetes 

educator

tersetifikasi pelajar 

diabetes

pendidik diabetes 

bersetifikasi

diabetes pendidik

bersertifikasi

7. insulin 

sensitizing 

medication

pengobatan dengan 

cara perangsangan 

insulin

insulin obat sensitasi Pengobatan pemekaan 

insulin

8.  improvement 

in skin

peningkatan pada 

kulit

peningkatan di kulit peningkatankulit

9. insulin 

resistance

penghambatan 

hormone insulin 

Mengurangi daya

tahan insulin

resistance insulin

10. nutritionally 

inadequate

kekurangan nutrisi gizi yang tidak

memadai

Giz imenjadi yang 

tidak memadai

11. metabolic 

disorder

metabolisme yang 

tidakteratur

Gangguan

metabolisme

Gangguan metabolik

12. dietary 

recommendation

rekomendasi diet Rekomendasi aturan 

diet

rekomendasi diet
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13. constipation susah buang air 

besar

Sembelit sembelit

For the first term, “difficulty losing weight”, writer thinks that all the participants 

translated it correctly by paraphrasing it in target language. The three paraphrases in target 

language will be easily understood by the readers. 

The second term, lower glycemic index food was translated correctly by the 

participant I and III, but they use the word glisemik instead of glikemik while the word 

glikemik is widely used in target language as the equivalent of “glycemic”. The writer 

suggests using glikemik so there will be no confusion left for the readers about which word is 

right. For the participants II, the writer also suggests to replace glisemik with glikemik and as 

Larson (1984:20) asserted “grammatical choices in the translation must be based on the 

function of the grammatical construction in the receptor language,…” it is better to add the 

preposition “dengan” before the word “glikemik” to make the sentence structurally correct in 

target language. 

In the third term, participant I and II used the word “cairan” to translate “fluid”. 

Literally, it is correct. But it is better to use the word “minuman” as how it is written in the 

source text: “drink at least 8 cups of non-caffeinated fluid…” In the sentence, the writer of the 

text use “drink” that means the fluid is drinkable, which the base word of drinkable is drink

that means minumin target language and the noun of minumis minuman. The participant II 

translated the word “fluid” as “water”. This is probably because he/she thinks that commonly, 

fluid that we drink 8 cups a day, according to health recommendation is plain water, while 

Susan Bowerman, a paid consultant to Herbalife, in her article; Don’t like plain water? 

Here’s how to get your 8 glasses a day, stated that,“Actually, all beverages can contribute to 
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your fluid requirement – like coffee, tea, fruit juice, broth, vegetable juice, sports drinks and 

low fat milk – since they’re primarily 

water(http://www.discovergoodnutrition.com/2012/09/plain-water-get-your-8-glasses-a-

day/). So the writer thinks that “minuman” is the right choice since the writer of the source 

text did not use water but fluid.

The fourth term, “Complex unrefined carbohydrate” has the equivalent in Indonesia; 

“karbohidratburuk” but here the participant II and III decided to use the phrase “Karbohidrat 

complex yang dimurnikan”. Writer considers that as long as the phrase used does not lessen 

the meaning, it is fine to use such a term. This consideration is supported by Larson 

(1984:20) who said “translator should translate the meaning and not concern himself with 

whether the form turn out the same or not.” 

The fifth term, “registered dietitian” was also been translated using the wrong phrase. 

The participants translated it literally by avoiding the sensible meaning in target language. 

This kind of mistake is so contrary with theory stated by Larson (1984:10) “meaning must, 

therefor has priority over form in translation.” 

In the sixth term, the participant II repeated the mistake done in translating the fourth 

and fifth term where he/she tried to paraphrase without changing the form of the source text 

so the translation itself does not express the meaning that tried to show by the text writer 

whereas Larson (1984:11) revealed that “…since the meaning expressed by a particular form 

in one language maybe expressed by quite a different form in another language, it is often 

necessary to change the form when translating.” while the participant I and III provided better 

phrases by changing the form in order to make the sentence sounds more sensible and the 

meaning itself still be able to express properly. 

http://www.discovergoodnutrition.com/2012/09/plain-water-get-your-8-glasses-a-day/
http://www.discovergoodnutrition.com/2012/09/plain-water-get-your-8-glasses-a-day/
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There are three term used by the three participants in translating improvement in skin,

they are peningkatatan pada kulit, peningkatan di kulit and peningkatan kulit. However 

participant I and participant II have the same translation in TL. What makes it difference is 

just the TL preposition used in paraphrasing the term. Participant I used preposition padaand 

participant II used preposition di but they still have the same meaning while the third 

participant translated it without any preposition. All the three translation in TL is correct.  

Another alternative term to use in TL is perbaikan pada kulit.    

The translation of the ninth term, insulin resistance was paraphrased by 

participant I and participant II. From those two phrases, the writer thinks that the translation 

by participant I is the correct one. According to wikipedia.org, insulin resistance isa 

pathological condition in which cells fail to respond to the normal actions of the hormone 

insulin. Based on the definition, the participant I produced more logical translation by 

paraphrasing it as penghambatan hormon insulin because when the cells fail to respond to the 

normal action of the hormone insulin they will inhibit or menghambat insulin in absorbing 

glucose in bloodstream while the phrase by participant II mengurangi daya tahan insulin is 

irrelevant as seen from the definition of insulin resistance.

Participant I and participant II paraphrased the tenth term nutritionally inadequatein 

TL. As seen from translation result by the two participants, participant II made the correct 

phrase as the term in TL. The TL term gizi yang kurang memadai by participant II is suitable 

with the original term in SL, nutritionally inadequate. The participant II used the conjunction 

yang to connect the word gizior nutrition with the term kurang memadai or inadequate. 

While the participant III also paraphrased the term but using the wrong phrase gizi yang 

menjadi tidak memadai which does not match what the article writer tried to inform the 

readers.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pathological
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insulin
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Participant I is the only one who used this strategy to translate the eleventh term 

metabolic disorder. It was translated as metabolisme yang tidak teratur. The translation for 

the word disorder in target language is gangguanso the writer suggests to translate it as 

gangguan metabolisme. 

The twelfth term dietary recommendation was translated by paraphrasing only by 

participant II. The TL translation for this term by participant II is rekomendasi aturan diet. 

This translation is correct as in dietary recommendation contains rules or aturan of how to do 

a proper diet.

The last term that translated using paraphrasing strategy is constipation. This term 

was paraphrased in TL by participant I as susah buang air besar. Susah buang air besaris 

commonly used term in Indonesian as the TL aside from konstipasi that used by participant II 

and II. Yet both terms have exactly the same definition. 

As seen from the analyze of the strategy above, we can conclude by paraphrasing, the 

participants are able to solve one of the translation problem that is difference in form. Baker 

(1992) stated that other types of meaning in English often have no direct equivalent in other 

languages so it is relatively easy to paraphrase the proportional meaning. 

4.2.4 Translation by a more neutral/less expressive word

There are only two terms were found using this strategy as shown in table below:

Table 4.5 Translation by a more neutral/less expressive word

Source Text target text term/phrase
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Term / Phrase participant I participant II participant III

1. clinical professor professor klinis professor klinis profesorklinis

2. weight 

maintenance

- pemeliharaan berat 

badan

pemeliharaan berat 

badan

The first term clinical professor was translated as professor klinis by all participants. 

There is no term professor klinik in TL. The participants may refer to klinik professor which 

means “an academic appointment made to a member of a profession who is associated with a 

university and engages in practical instruction of professional students” but by using the 

term professor klinis the participants has produced the wrong definition of the term in TL. It 

would be better for the participant to give the detail explanation by translating the definition 

of the term clinical professor into the TL using translation by paraphrasing strategy. 

Weight maintenance as the third term was translated as pemeliharaan beratba dan by 

participant II and III. Maintenance in TL means mempertahankan and the definition of 

mempertahankan according to Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia is mengusahakan supaya tetap

dan tidak kembali ke keadaan semula while Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia defines 

memelihara as menjaga dan merawat baik-baik. As seen from their definition in target 

language, memelihara dan mempertahankan nearly have the same meaning but memeliharais 

lessexpressive. When using the word mempertahankan the reader will lead to the 

understanding that we should maintain out body weight at the ideal weight.

From the translation result of clinical professor and weight maintenance above, the 

participants used translation by a more neutral/less expressive word to solve the translation 

problem difference in expressive meaning. Even though the first term clinical professor has 
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no similar form in TL, The participant tried to make the term subtle using the neutral 

translation profesor klinis and Baker in her book supported the action said, “the difference 

may be considerable or it may be subtle”. Baker (1992:23) 
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